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MARKET PLACE ... 

SKYSAILOR IS THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE 

HANG GLiOING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA (H.G . F.A . ) 

Skysailor appears twelve times a year and is 
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provided as a service to members. For non-members, 
the subscription rates are $20.00 per annum. 
Cheques should be made payable and sent to HGFA. 

Skysailor is published to create further interest 
in the sport of hang gliding. Its primary purpose 
is to provide a ready means of communi cation be
tween hang gliding enthusiascs in Australia and 
in thi s way to advance the future development of 
the sport and its methods and safety . 

Contributions are welcomed. Anyone is invited 
to contribute articles, photographs and illustrat
ior.s concerning hang gliding activities . The 
Editor reserves the right to edi t contributions 
where necessary. HGFA and the Editor do not 
assume responsib il ity for the material or the 
opinions of contributors presented in Skysailor. 

Copyri ght in Skysa il or is yes ted in HGFA. Copy
right in art i cles 1S vested in each of the 
authors in respect of her or his contribution. 
Deadline for contributions: 1st of the Month. 
ISStl 03l 3- 363X 

ADVERTISING RATES 

Quarter Page 
Half Page 
Full Page 
Full Page Back Cover: 
Market Place: Free 

$20 . 00 
$30.00 
$50 .00 
$70 .00 

An additional charge will be made for any typing, 
typesetting or artwork which may be required. 

Advertisements from kite manufacturers must indi
cate whether or not their kite meets the US HGflA 
cer tification standards. 

Kites for sa le in Market Place must indicate a 
su itable minimum hang rating. 

HGFA and the Editor do not endorse or take any 
responsibility for any of the products advertised 
or mentioned editoria ll y within these pages . No 
responsibility is accepted for any claims made by 
advertisers unless specifically exp lained, per
formance figures ~uoted in advertising should be 
taken as estimates only. 
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.. 
EDITOR :- PETER LISSENBURG. 

ASSISTED BY :- Rosemary Withers, 
Barb Aitken , 
Lidia van den Bronk. 
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COVER Phil Mathewson finishing the Great 
Circ l e race. Photos: Pete Holloway. 
Arrangement: Fred Butcher/Peter 
Lissenburg . 

IMPGRTANT ADDRESSE~ 

Send your change of address notice or any enquiries 
about membership to: 

THE ADmNISTRATOR 
14 Balcombe Road 
Mentone, Vic toria 3194 

Send your contributions to SKYSAILOR, any enquiries 
about insurance, the pilot hand book, accident reports 
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tlISSILES 1st, 2nd, 3rd. 

RICK DUNCAN 

. STEVE M'JYES 

RUSSELL DUNCAN 

1st 

2nd 

3rd MOt'ES DEUA GUDfRS PlY. LID. 

After only four rounds Rick Duncan was in an unbeatable position 
of 30 points ahead of fifth place. Rick won the 102km grand circle in 4 hrs 19 mins. 
Russell Duncan was the second fastest time. Phil MatheW30n third fastest and 
Steve Moyes fourth fastest hours ahead of the rest of the finishers. 

Russell Duncan has proved himself after finishing 3rd in the classic 
and second in the NSW championships to be a hot contender for the 1983 World 
Championships. 

the; 
Slight modifications on the 180 Missile has improved 

Handling 
Lighter Ron 
Higer top Speed -
Better Sink Rate
Better Glides 

Slightly shorter Keel Pocket neoprene tips. 
Looser undersurfaced application 
Rake control bar forward 
slightly more area 
Streamlined Keal Pocket & tighter Sail. 

Whats new,a fibreglass tip Missile will be called the GT Missile 
was flown at Buffalo and found to be performing as good as the 180. It will be 
available after vehicle testing has been completed in late Ja~uary. 

Its advantages are: 

Its lighter by 3KG 
Smaller in area 168sqft 
Smaller in span for faster roll 
Smaller control bar for easier ground handling and take off. 

The GT packs up to 16ft for easy car top transport, and is for 
the pilot who wants,a fun to fly,high performance glider that is proven to be 
safe. 

Also a Mars 150 will be produced for the lighter pilot. 

MO<ES DELIA GUDERS PlY LID. 173 Bronte Rd.. W<M!riey. Sydney. NSW. 2(J204 Austral ... Tel O:i 3B7 5114 

The original is certified to USH(,,MA standards. 
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THE 1983 OZ NATIONALS 

Venue 

Ben Nevis area from 12 - 20 February inclusive. 

pilots Briefing 

9am Saturday, 12 February in Beaufort Caravan Park 
all pilots to attend. 

Tasks 

Combination of out and return, triangular courses, 
round the mountain or open distance. The minimum 
distance for each task will be about 40kms, the 
minimum time should be about 90 minutes. 

Heats 

There will be 5 pilots per heat - even in the open 
dis tance tasks. 

Launches 

Simultaneous where possible. If launches are one 
at a time, the lowest scoring pilot launches first 
and timing for the heat starts when his feet clear 
the ground. 

Seeding 

There will be an initial seeding for the 1st 2 
rounds based on competition results and experience 
over the last 3 years, with this year's results being 
given greatest weighting. 

Pilot 1 who makes 100kms goal 
Pilot 2 who makes 100kms goal 
Pilot 3 who makes 100kms goal 
pilot 4 only flies 99kms gets 
pilot 5 only flies 20kms gets 

4 
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1st 2 Rounds 

As in tennis and most other sports the top seeds do 
not meet until the 3rd round. So the top five fly 
against 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th. ie: 
Heat 1 Round 1 consists 1,9,17,25,33 (seeds) 
Heat 2 Round 1 consists 2,10,18,26,34, etc. 

Round 2 will rotate so no pilot flys the same 
pilot twice. 

3rd Round 

5 pilots with highest points fly against one another 
and so on. This does not disadvantage the top 
seeded pilots as there should be very little 
difference between them, yet lower seeded pilots, 
if they fly consistently well, can be flying against 
top early in the rounds. 

Scoring 

1. 

2. 

200 
180 
125 

Open Distance Tasks 

The pilot who flies furthest in his heat gets 
1000 points. Successive placings are scored 
as a straight percentage of the distance flown 
by that pilot . 

ie. pilot 1 flies 100 kms gets 1000 points 
pilot 2 flies 90 kms gets 900 points etc. 

Elapsed Time Tasks 
(normally out and return or triangular). 

The pilot who makes the goal fastest gets 
700 points for making the goal and 300 points 
in time bonus = 1000 points. Any other pilot 
who reaches the goal loses 4 points per whole 
minute over the fastest pilot's time in that 
heat. So if you finish the course 75 minutes 
or more after the fastest pilot in that heat, 
you get 700 points, but no time bonus. 

If you don't finish the course you get a 
percentage of 700 points as in the open 
distance task; eg o 

mins gets 700 + 300 1000 points 
mins gets 700 + 220 920 points 
mins gets 700 + 0 700 points 

700 x 99% of goal distance 693 points 
700 x 20% of goal distance 140 points 



Task Weighting 

If the average time of the fastest pilots in each 
heat of the round is more than 90 minutes, then 
that task has 100% validity. 

If the air time of the fastest pilots in each heat 
of a round is between 60 & 90 minutes, that task 
has 90% validity , ie. top pilot in each heat gets 
800 points . 

If air time of the fastest pilots in each heat of a 
round is less than 60 minutes, that task has 60% 
validity , ie. top pilot in each h eat gets 600 points. 

This also applies to open distance tasks . 

Take-Off Order 

There will be a random draw of the top pilot in 
each h eat at the beginning of the day (or maybe 
the night before) to determine which heat launches 
first. 

Spot La nding Tasks 

There will be no turn points judges waving flags . 
You will be required to take turn point photos so 
in the s hort time left, get acquainted with your 
110 or 35mm c ameras (monochrome only). A good 
system is a camera taped onto the end of a Hall 
ASI arm. Its up and out of the way for launches 
and you swing in down and in front of you to take 
the photo . Most world comps are going for this 
system so its time we lea rnt. We will tell you 
before the task what has to be in the photo and 
from what angle you have to take it. 

If you have a radio take it because if you don't 
have a turn point photo, you'll need radio 
verification from other pilots, but you'll still 
lose points for no photo. 

There are a few new concepts for these nationals 
with the scoring system and turn point photos and 
we will be flexible, but the decision of the 
Nationals Committee with respect to any protest 
will be final. 

Naturally helmets, parachutes and altimeters and 
current memberships are mandatory. 

Any places not filled in State teams can be taken 
only by International pilots. 

Entry fe e will be $50 per pilot , but State Hang 
Gliding Associations will be expected to help their 
team financially. 

The results of these nationals will be of major 
importance in pickinq a team for the World 
Championships at Tegelberg in Germany this year. 
So good luck and we'll see you at Ben Nevis for 
a ball-tearing nationals with (hopefully), lots of 
big white poofters around. 

See you there, 
PHIL MATHEWSON 

(The Australian Team to the World Comps has 
received $5,000 from the Government - W Hill, 
(Secretary - HGFA). 

CAN'T KEEP IT UP? • 
BALL VARIOMETERS MAKE A RANGE OF TOP CLASS VARIOMETERS ONE OF 

WHICH WILL SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS: 

* All prices quoted include the new Federal Government Sales Tax 

All prices subject to change without notice. 

MODEL 620H - Compact, audio on up only, internal 
batteries (not supplied) .............................. ~300* 

NEW MODEL 651 - Super vario/altimeter, audio full 
range or up only , digit31 altimete~,stream1ined casr.__ * 
uses internal batteries (not supplled) .......... .. .... $~40 

We are the Australian agent for BALL Variometers Inc. and offer 
12 months warranty (factory approved backup in JI,ustralia) on 
all variometers sold. 

AlSO AVAILABLE: 
Winter ~irspeed Indicators, self contained, made for ~121* 
hang gllders . ....... ............ .... ... ... ...... - .......... . .. . ... . 

Replogle Barographs, light weight, rugged and &7 * 
reliable, 30,000' range ..... . ............... ··· ·· ········· ···· ···· . .p.J79 
Mechanical variometers ...... Compasses ...... Oxygen 

For further information write or call Tom Gilbert 

T. & J. Sailplane Services 
BOX 324, CAMDEN, NoS.W. 2570 

PHONE (046) 66 7079 - A.D. (046) 57 1288 
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Practice Week 

Legend has it that the week between Xmas and New 
Ye ar is the week to be at Mt Buffalo . So whe n 
Steve Ruffels chose the dates 31/12/ 8 2 to 9/1/83 
for the contest , everybody went down the we ek before 
to practice . 

Some excellent flying resulted with the smarter 
pilots preferring out and return tasks in 
preference to open distance type flights . The 
Duncans ' idea of practice was to take-off at 
Porepunkah hill and fly about as far (on average) 
as people taking off from the Chalet (2000' highe r) . 

Tony Armstrong flew well and drank well. Some 
interesting unstable days with afternoon 
thunderstorms occurred this wee k. Probe 
got a good one on New Years Eve and were washing 
off 4000' at Tallangatta because they had to be 
at the briefing at 8pm . The West Australians 
landed on the Omeo ~ighway and showed everyone 
that there was landing paddocks in them there 
hills, pity about the retrieval. 
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Day 1 - 1/ 1/83 BY BRUCE WH ITF 

Pre fronta l with s ome mo i s ture a r o und from p r eviou s 
tropical-thunde r s t o r m-type days . No s tra d e nnis 
Cummings , o ffi c i a l Me t eor 190- 01igis t predi c t s 
9000 ' ASL c l oudba s e . Flight service s a y 8000 ' ASL. 

Conte st starts in e arnes t with Ace Wind Te chnic al 
Pe r son Bi ll (Mav~rick ) Poole demo n s tra ting hi s much 
p r ac ticed c limb o ut o f the Bur rs . Bill had spent 
the p r evi o u s week o n this tri c k, but unfor tunate l y 
t h e gr o und inte r sect e d with h i s p l ans t oday . 

Task ca lle d f o r speed run to Ha rri e tville a nd back 
t o Por epunkah - 70km r o und t rip . Of the 50 o r so 
competi t o r s , 40 took off be f o r e it socked in . Rick 
Martin was the on l y pilot to comp l ete the course . 
Rick Duncan missed by miles (4km). A f ew frights 
with thunderstorms and genera l ly a quick trip to 
Harrietvil l e and an impossib l e return l e g . 

This round was abandoned . 

Day 2 - 2/1/83 

Und~r the influence of a low pressure system that 
caused unstable air , big c umulu s clouds etc , etc . 
The who l e day was called off . Free flying had peop l e 
conte nding wi t h s tro n g c r oss winds fr om Bucklands 
a nd headwinds f rom Por epunkah. 

Day 3 - 3/1/83 

Blue day foreca s ted, cold air and e xpecte d SW drift 
for thos e who climb out. 

Fairly e arly s tart - 11.30 o r so f o r the wind 
dummies . The field took o ff at about 12 o' c lock . 
Task was s e t route to Tallangatta using the 
straight line route . 

The line was drawn from the Chale t to Tallangatta. 
This was calle d the mean line because it covered some 
mean country. 'I'he next lines out (the standard 
de viation) was a distance of 5km. Landing in that 
corridor was considered "in". The next line or 
second deviation was a further 5km and competitors 
were arched back if they landed in the 5 - 10km 
strip. All up, pilots had a 20km w1de path to follow 
to Tallangatta. A heavy westerly (valley wind) fixed 

all that and nobody landed west of the "mean" line. 



Because the event was open distance XC , it couldn't 
stop there, so another line was drawn from 
Tallangatta to Corryong . The pilots who got 
most past Tallangatta were: 

1 Dennis Cummings Meteor 190 90km NSW 
2 Steve Moyes Missile 84 NSW 
3 Bruce Daniels Probe 87 NSW 
4 Paul Murdoch Probe 86 NSW 
5 Chris McDonald Meteor 190 82 NSW 
6) Steve Powter Probe 72 NSW 
6) John Pendry Magic 82 UK 
8 Rod Danaher Probe 75 VIC 
9 Rick Duncan Missile 13 NSW 
10 Donny Scott Probe 69 NSW 

Distances listed above were actual distances flown, 
positions were in some cases determined by arcing back 
along the route. 

Day 4 - 4/1/83 

The following NSW winds are anticipated: 

10,000' ASL 
7,000 ' ASL 
5,000' ASL 
3,000' ASL 

40 Knots 
35 Knots 
30 Knots 
20 Knots 

Three of four wind dummies confirmed that it was 
not fun out there so the day was called a rest 
day and some of the people set up on launch and 
thought that they too would confirm that it was 
in fact not fun out there. 

Day 6, line honours to Steve Moyes. 
Photo: Pete Holloway. 
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Day 5 - 5/1/83 

Action replay of Day 4 weatherwise with an even
money chance of a mild southerly change at 11.30 . 
With infinite wisdom the contest was moved to Hill 
de Groote at Myrtleford. Following a spectacular 
convoy and some "good" directions to find the 
place, half a dozen take- offs were inspected and 
everyone tried to decide which one to use. Contest 
is called open distance XC Route E again but 
without the corridor. "Would all gentlemen please 
fly towards Cooryong to assist with retrievals 
please?" As if we had any choice with a 25mph 
westerly blowing. 

Removing the corridor really did open up the task 
with people flying allover the valleys east (yes, 
East) of Kiewa. 

Top ten for the day were: 

1 Donny Scott Probe 114km NSW 
2 Alan Daniel Probe 83 NSW 
3 Paul Murdoch Probe 76 NSW 
4) Steve Kenworthy Probe 72 NSW 
4) Rick Duncan Missile 72 NSW 
4) Russell Duncan Missile 72 NSW 
4) Chris McDonald Meteor 190 72 NSW 
8) Dennis Cummings Meteor 190 65 NSW 
8) John Pendry Magic 65 UK 
10 Steve Gilmour Missile 63 NSW 

Day 6 - 6/1/83 

Calling a task for the day is quite a difficult 
job. One way to check after the event if the right 
task was called is that if no-one completes it, the 
task was too hard, if more than 10% finish, it was 
too easy. This one by that definition was too 
easy. 10 pilots finished . 



The task - Buffalo - Mt Stanley - Mt Big Ben -
Towonga Gap - back to Porepunkah. Route G, total 
distance 102 kms. 

Fourteen competitors landed along the first leg 
of the course. Rob Danaher, from the top of the 
stack at Hill de Groot, tucked and deployed 
parachute (full article on this one for sure) , 
Craig Worth and Glen Woodward both got a good view 
of Rob. Rob landed safely. 

Six competitors landed between Mt Stanley and Mt 
Big Ben. Eighteen competitors landed between Mt 
Big Ben and Towonga Gap. One of them was Paul 
Mollison, who landed at ~ to Bpm after screaming 
around the course from a 5 . 30 start - it was 
his second go. 

Colin (Irish) Barry was the only one to get back 
to Ovens Valley and not complete the course. 
Heights of 9001' ASL were widely reported by the 
ten that finished the 102kms. 

1 Rick Duncan 
2 Russell Duncan 
3 Phil Mathewson 
4 Steve Moyes 
5 Stew Kenworthy 
6 Steve Powter 
7 Allan Kearney 
B John Pendry 
9 Rick Martin 
10 Ray Chatfield 

Missile 
Missile 
Missile 
Missile 
Probe 
Probe 
Probe 
Magic 
Probe 
Missile 

4Hr/19min 
4Hr/59min 
5Hr/4min 
5Hr/7min 
5Hr/16min 
5Hr/22min 
5Hr/25min 
5Hr/26min 
5Hr/53min 
6Hr/Bmin 

NSW 
NSW 
NSW 
NSW 
NSW 
NSW 
NZ 
UK 
NSW 
WA 

Jokes, laughter, soccer games and frisbee are at 
an all time low this morning. Anybody with any 
excess wit or energy today must have landed in 
the Burrs yesterday . Generally the mood was either 
lingering exhaustion from yesterday ' s flying or 
for most of those listed above, linger hangovers. 

Dragged up the hill, given a weather forecast of 
insignificant westerlies all the way to 9001' 
and a choice of tasks given: 

Choice 1 - Deniliquin Run - Route D 
Choice 2 - Wagga/The Rock Run - Route F 

Natural ly everybody chose to set out for Wagga, 
since most of the top pilots to date had been from 
NSW and Route F would get them home for the weekend. 

I'll just tell you the results (Top 10) for this 
day and you will see how the best made plans of 
kites and men fared ....... . 

1 Greg Kruitizikowsky Swift 67kms 
Doug Kruitizikowsky Meteor 57kms 
(was off course - got 21st) 

2 Steve Moyes Missile 
3 Rick Duncan Missile Distances 

4 Steve Gilmour Missile of the 
5 Russell Duncan Missile order of 
6 Steve Blenkinsop Probe 30 - 20 
7 Chris McDonald Meteor kms. 
8 Paul Murdoch Probe 
9 Paul Mollison Missile 
10 Greg Maloney Swift 170) 

US 
US 

NSW 
NSW 
NSW 
NSW 
SA 
NSW 
NSW 
NSW 
WA 
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Woke to blue sky again, sun shining , birds chirping 
and a gentle nuzzle in the trees. Todays forecast 
30 - 35 knots west to north west ahead of a 
southerly change expected at 4pm. Went in 
disjointed convoy to Mount Pilot, lovely place. 
Got the west/north/west foroecasted with dust and 
cal l ed the day off. Looking forward to tomorrow 
for a southerly to go to Buckland Gap. 

Final Day 

Woke to 20-25 knots westerly? A presentation 
breakfast may be the order of the day as the wind 
seems to be picking up . Steve got us to go to Hill 
de Groot and Greg "The Atmospheric Mannequin" 
Withers flew, but we called this day off. 
Presentation was held at the caravan park and 
everybody was thanked. Prizes were awarded. 

Conclusion 

It may sound that because we only had four rounds 
in nine days that the week was a failure. It 
wasn't like that at all. Many pilots became 
better pilots for the experience. Some guys like 
Paul Murdoch became hotter competitors. Most 
pilots had their personal best flight bettered this 
week. 

Steve Ruffels handled himself well, didn't get too 
hassled and the Dennis's (the people who own the 
Caravan Park) became national hang gliding heroes 
with their warmth and generosity. Most of the pilots 
also learnt that there is no longer such a thing as 
Tiger Country - there is only Pussy Country; kites 
can land in trees. 

The Jane Gang (incorporating the Moyes Boys) and 
Team Toni (registered in NSW as Sky trek) won some 
and lost some. When they won , they got their gaggle 
around the field and usually got a group of them 
home. This was a joy to watch and very helpful if 
you found out what frequency they were on. 

Nosepick was missed as official scribe - my left 
hand is failing from left hand three sixties, writing 
and s ome giant frisbee sessions. 

Finally a message to all H5's, including those who 
couldn 't make it to Buffalo this year - see you 
next year! 

Opposite page - Otto Hoffstetter takes off 
from Buffalo. Photo: Ed. 
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x-c LEAGUE REPORT 

The summer is continuing to produce some good XC 
flying in Australia. Flights entered since our 
last report total over 1000kms. 

Place pilot 

1. R Chatfield 

State 

WA 

Distance (Km) Average 
Best 5 

41,46,142,69,106, 
60,56.5,53 86.7 

2. S Blenkinsop SA 78,27,25,57,29, 

Ray Chatfield still holds the lead, having logged 195 77.2 

a few more flights at Buffalo to increase his average. 3. C Moloney WA 46.,43,110,118, 
50.5,48 74.5 

Greg Maloney (Mole) had the longest flight for 
December with 118kms from Mt Bakewell WA, and 
followed up with two flights from Buffalo to slip 
into third place. 

Rick Martin joined the league with an epic flight 
from Cambewarra to Stanwell Park. It took Rick 
five hours thermalling to make it, even once he 
reached the Illawarra Escarpment it wasn·' t easy 
as the wind had swung to the north-east and Rick 
had to work head wind to his landing on the top 
of Stanwel1. 

We also welcome new entrants Peter Greenhill from 
victoria and Mark Berry from Kiama, NSW. Mark is 
our first Hang 3 entrant, surely not the only H3 
into XC in Australia: How about it fellas and 
gals, surely you can't let Mark take out the H3 
prize unopposed. 

Included in our table are some flights from 
Buffalo, although some pilots have some entries to 
come, standings to date are: 

4. P Mollison NSW 

5. D CUITUnings NSW 

6. C McDonald NSW 

7. I O'Neill VIC 

8. R Martin NSW 

9. I Jarman NSW 

10. C Worth NSW 

11. B Barnes NSW 

12. W Hill VIC 

13. D Rottman . VIC 

14. P Kelly SA 

15. M Berry CI> NSW 

16. P Greenhill VIC 

78,38,27,32,53, 
62,43,52 

53,72,90,65.3 

78,70,81.5 

62,18,109,28 

74.5,65,64 

74,65 

46,22,25,26,5 

36.33.33.32 

60,52 

85 

58 

57.6 

-_\_---------------
AUSRALIAN CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE ENTRY FORM 

AGE: 
RATIN~G~:-------------

PILOT NAME: __________________________ __ 
ADDRESS: 

HGFA NO: ----------
GLIDER: 

TELEPHONE: ----------
Entry fees: $15 ($5 to cover administration and verification expences ,$10 prize 

money ). Entry fee and form must be recieved before or accompanying 
1st flight. 

Make cheques payable to: 2nd Australian Cross Country League, 
C/- Craig Worth, 
Main St, 
Hallidays Point . 2430 NSW 

I, the undersigned hereby request permission to enter and participate in the Australian Cross Country 
League. I acknowledge that my participation is voluntary and that I know the risks and dangers of cross 
country flying, and that unexpected dangers may arise during the League. The decisions regarding when and 
where to fly and where to land are my own, and I accept all risks of injury to my person or others and/o~ 
property that may be sustained during the League. I am aware of AND 95.8 and Transport Australia 
regul ations concerning operations of hang gliders. In consideration of the permiSSion 9ranted to me to 
participate in the League, I do· hereby, for myself and my heirs, release the officials and,spons9rs pf thp 
League TromaTl claims Tor injuries sustained by my person and/or property dUrlng my partlclpatl0n ln the 
League due to negligence or any other fault. 

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE FOREGO I NG REQUEST AND RELEASE: 

SIGNED : ______________________________ WITNESS : ________________ DATE : _____________ __ 
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YOU ALREADY HAVE? - OH WELL~~ YOU HAD BETTER RETRIEVE IT 

Now SE ND IT, ALONG WITH YOUR 1983 MEMBERSHIP FEE (SEE BELOW) , TO: 

THE ADMINISTRATOR, 14 BALCOMBE ROAD, MENTONE , 3194, 
The fees for this year will be ; 

S t a te Associatio n HGFA fee Insurance State fee T OTAL 

QLDHGA $ 24. 00 $11.00 $6 . 00 $41.00 
N S WHGA $24.00 $1 1. 00 $6 . 00 $41. 00 
ACTHGA $24.00 $ 11. 00 $7 . 0 0 $4 2.00 
VHGA $24 . 60 $ 11. 00 $6 . 0 0 $41. 00 
T A SI-IGA $2 4 . 00 $ 11. 0 0 $7.00 $42.00 
SAHGA $24.00 $1 1. UO $ 10 . 00 $45. 00 
HGAWA $24 . 00 $11. 0 0 $ 5. 00 $40 .00 

Sho r t te rm $ 3.00 $ 4 . 0 0 -- $ 7.00 
-- .- -

THIS IS YOUR LAST SKYSAILOR UNLESS YOU HAVE ALREADY PAID YOUR 1983 FEES, 

CUlvlPET I T I lJNS, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 

COVER COMPETITION, 
I t is with pleasure that we present the 

historic occasion of the announc e men t of 

the first winning cover of the first Sky

Sailor cover competition. 

On the night of the 20th of December 1982 

the executive committee of the HGFA took 

time out to decide the winning cover of 

the year. The results where; 

FIRST PRIZE .... The June cover (eTA) 

$100.00 to John Reynoldson. 

Second was the November cover (X-country) 

Fame to Paul Donovan. 

Third was the May cover (Balloon Drop) 

Slighty less Fame to P.S.W. ??? 

BEST ARTICLE COMPETITION, 
The HGFA awaits the advice of the instigator 

Laurie Linneweber. 

More later ....... . 

II 

LIECHTENSTEINER HANGEGLEITER-VERBAND 

CROSS-COUNTRY-OPEN - 1983 

The Liechtenstein Hang Gliding Association 
organize a big open distance XC Competition from 
Vaduz (360'). 

April 1 - June 1. 

Entry - Swiss Francs 50. 

Prize Money - Swiss Francs 4000 (A$2000). 

Every pilot can fly as much as he w~nts. 
Transportation and pick-pp is the responsibility 
of the pilot. Photographic evidence must be 
supplied for all flights. All advanced pilots 
are welcome . 

Send 50 Swiss Franc s to cover airmail postage t o : 

L H G V 

Postfacn 271 
FL - 9490 Vaduz 
LIECHTENSTEIN. 



From the Safety Director: 

The rating questions and guide lines have now been 
completed and a set of answers to these questions 
has been printed and will be sent to the Safety 
Officers in each state. It is certain that some of 
the questions can be answered in different ways and 
still be correct. As long as the questions are 
understood and the answers given are correct in 
substance, full marks should be given. 

ACCIDENT REPORTS 

Only two reports were received this month. 

Gympie, Queensland: 

A New Zealand pilot failed to run vigorously when 
taking off on a gentle slope. The glider stalled 
and crashed back into the hill. The glider, a 
Flight Sai l s Shark, suffered a bent leading edge, 
while the pilot , rated H3 in NZ, escaped unhurt. 

Shorncliffe , Queensland: 

Failure to allow sufficient height 
a 3600 turn , resu lted in a crash . 
suffered a cut leg and the glider , 
left with a bent leading edge . 

when attempting 
The pilot 
a Mega 2, was 

The lack of reports could indicate a welcomed lack 
of accidents , but unfortunately a number of verbal 
reports confirm that this is not the case. 

Lack of " terrain reading" or the taking of 
deliberate risks to avoid a long walk or 
inconvenience of landing away from the car, resulted 
in two accidents on consecutive weekends, at 
Sorrento in Victoria. The two accidents happened 
in the same vicinity and under similar conditions 
and resulted in one pilot being killed and the other 
pilot escaping with minor injuries and severe 
fright. The gliders were substantially damaged. 

No detailed reports on either accident has been 
received, but it appears that both pilots flew into 
the lee of a rocky outcrop with the gliders having 
insufficient height to fly safely over the top. 
The rotor pushed the gliders into the rocks with the 
pilots apparently given little chance to recover 
from the dive. Both pilots were experienced and 
knew the area. 

Even our most experienced pilots are reminded 
occasionally , sometimes painfully, that nature 
will not always tolerate carelessness or the taking 
of risks . To underline this, our most senior 
instructor was seen to hobble around with a 
bandaged ankle recently - the result of a bad 
landing. 
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As the weather is improving, more and more 
fl edgling pilots are seen around the more popular 
flying sites. It is hoped that they can progress 
to higher, further and more enjoyable flights 
without the painful experience of accidents. 
Unfortunately" some of the flying seen lately 
leads me to the conclusion that more accidents 
are inevitable. It appears that some of the less 
experienced pilots see other pilots fly in rather 
doubtful or strong conditions and think that they 
too can handle these conditions. 

While the proverbial "slabs of concrete" were 
coming up the face of one of the more popular 
sites, a novice was heard to ask whether it would 
be alright for him to fly . Another pilot stalled 
and dived back into the hill because, when taking 
off, he and his rather inexperienced assistant 
failed to get the wing far enough into the rather 

strong air stream on a steep site. 

We Turn 

Eaglets Into 

Eagles! 

Phone Us At 

Mike 3470295 

Wes 2777942 

HANG GLIDERS 

ACCESSORIES 

LESSONS 

Our Eyries 

7 David St Carlton 



Yet another pi l ot failed to penetrate a very strong 
wind in an older model glider and barely managed to 
land in some shrub below the take- off , with only 
minor damage. 

There is one basic rule that applies to all these 
cases - if in doubt about the conditions, don ' t 
fly. The pilot himself should be certain that he 
or she can handle the conditions qnd not be 
tempted to fly just because others are flying. 

PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT - MT BUFFALO - VIC 

Some of us sit on it, some occasionally pat it 
for reassurance and most of us wonder whether we 
will ever have to use it and whether it will then 
do the job expected from it. 

The item concerned is the parachute! During the 
XC Classic, held at Mt Buffalo from the 1st to 
9th of January, one of the competitors got into 
a situation where he chose to deploy his parachute 
and it probably saved his life. 

The glider, a two month old Probe had flown through 
a very strong thermal at about 7000' AMSL when the 
pilot suddenly had the control bar wrenched out 
of his hands . He hit the keel with his body and 
finally found himself lying on the sail with the 
glider flying upside down. Neither the pilot nor 
nearby competitors saw how the glider actually 
tumbled - whether forward or sidewards. 

After a few seconds, the parachute was deployed 
and it opened rapidly - the comment from the pilot 
was that it seemed a good idea at the time. During 
the descent, the pilot managed to climb into the 
"A" frame and controlled the oscillations that had 
set in. 

The glider and pilot landed into trees which slowed 
the rate of descent and allowed the equipment to 
come to rest 10 feet off the ground. Help was 
quickly at hand from a following vehicle and another 
pilot who landed nearby. 

The pilot involved in the incident was shaken but 
unhurt and the glider suffered only sail damage 
from the trees. It is significant that both luff 
lines on the sail were broken . It could however 
not be determined whether the lines broke before 
or during the timble or whether they broke during 
the descent through the trees . The glider has no 
other luff preventing devices . 

SAFE FLYING , 
ULR ICH KOSMER. 
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PLACE - INTERLAKEN -

SWITZERLAND 

It was 6.30 am in the morning and the mist was 
just beginning to rise . Hozies Drachen Flieger 
School were being briefed on the edge of the rifle 
range which was to double as the landing area later 
in the morning. There were about 20 pupils in 
this school and another 20 in the other school who 
had come down to Interlaken from Battenburg in 
Germany. 

The pilots were doing their Pilot 2 & 3 rating. 
There was a wide selection of people from different 
lifestyles all doing their own thing . From Safety 
Concious to Baron Von Ricthoffen , they were all 
there trying . 

A landing fee of 2000 Swiss Francs ($1000 Aust) 
was paid so that the pupils could land as many 
times as needed, but still they were restricted to 
the mown area as the farmers don ' t appreciate their 
cow fodder being walked or crushed into the ground. 

The pilots had to make at least 15 flights before 
actually doing the test, so they camped for a week. 
The take-off site was at a small village in the 
mountains behind Interlaken called Beattenberg 
which although being the largest village in 
Switzerland, has one of the smallest populations. 

The site overlooked the Thunersee which at 9 am 
was still shimmering , it would have to have been 
one of the most picturesque sites in the world, 
take-off was a grassy slope which dropped away at 
about 600 and was one hundred metres wide . You 
couldn ' t go wrong . From there you actually flew 
out over the Thunersee then veered left and flew 
over towards Interlaken which was about 2km away. 
The actual flight lasted about 10 minutes if you 
got your maximum LD . 

We were camped just up the road from the landing 
site so every spare minute was spent trying to get 
a fly . But as I had my Hang Rating Card sto l en 
they were a bit reluctant. But I did not give up . 
They needed drivers so I volunteered a,ld when they 
offered to pay me , I refused , but insisted on a 
fly. One German who ' s name was Uli Veisman agreed 
to let my fly his Atlas , after I convinced him I 
wasn ' t lying about knowing how to fly, so on Friday 
morning we headed ba.ck up the mountain and it felt 
good not to be a driver. 

We had to carry the kites in through a bit of light 
pine forest for about ~ mile , but it was worth it. 
I used a knee hanger harness which I wasn ' t real 
impressed with . They all use wheels on their A 
frames because of so many still air l andings , but 
I did not l ike the idea very much at all , so 
removed them much to their surprise. 



It was truly a different feeling than I had felt 
at home as all eyes were eager to watch this 
silly Australian make a mistake, but it all went 
as planned and afterwards everyone was a lot 
friendlier and talkative. I had also lined up a 
fly with a local Hang Glider pilot from the 
Kleiner Sheidegg which is just below the Jungfrau. 

Samuel Wiss had been flying for 10 years and was 
also an instructor. We planned the flight on 
Friday evening over a coffee laced with rum. We 
decided to fly from the Lauberhorn which was 8111' 
ASL down through the valley and land at a small 
village called Grindelwald which was nearly 3000' 
ASL. 

Friday evening equipped with a wind sock we went 
into Grindlewald to pick out the landing area which 
turned out to be a backyard behind someone's house, 
100m - 50m we put up the wind sock then worked out 
our bearings to find it the next day from the air. 

Next morning I caught the train up to the Kleiner 
Sheidegg which cost 15 dollars one way and I 
arrived at the top 1 hour later; I had a look around, 
organised the gear, then put the kite and I on a 
chair lift and headed to the top of the Lauberhorn. 

Apart from nearly getting the kite caught under the 
ramp at the top it was good. After setting up the 
kite I checked out where I was going to fly, there 
weren't any spots to pullout if the going got tough. 
The take-off was right on the peak of the ridge and 
small thermals were coming up both sides of the 
ridge so take-off was a job and a half. After about 
~ hour we finally got a break and my launch was 
great. Straight away I lost about 500' but heading 
out over the railway station at the Kleiner Sheidegg 
I hooked in a small thermal which took me back over 
take-off. 

Flying site overlooking Thunersee . . School kites 
set up. Interlaken to left. 
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I flew around here for about 10-15 minutes getting 
the feel of the kite, then headed off down the valley 
over the densely wooded sides of the mountains which 
rose all around. Flying past the Eiger was a real 
sensation thinking about the people who had lost 
their lives trying to climb it when they could have 
flown it in complete safety. 

The valley consisted of 3 steps, I cleared the first 
with 3000' but then hit sink. I was going down at 
an alarming rate and did not think I was going to 
clear the next level. I saw a cleared area that 
was like a big quarry and decided to fly over it 
and see if I could get some lift and if not would 
try to land in it. 

Luckily, I hit a big patch of lift and cleared the 
edge of the 3rd step with nearly 1000', I then 
handed out over Grindelwald which was another 3000' 
below and about 2km further on. I started circling 
over the railway station watching the tourists 
pouring out of the trains. 

I headed off down over the streets following the 
road I had taken on the bike the day before. I 
came in for a fast but good landing. I was 
disappointed in as much as the flight had ended, 
but knew that when I got to Germany more was at 
hand. So I packed up, put the kite in a lock-up 
garage and caught the train out the next morning 
and headed up to Mannheim in Germany. 

I must say though it is good to be back in Aussie 
where I can understand what is being said to me, 
and I still think the best sites in Australia are 
in the North, it's a pity not many people get up 
here to fly them. A lot of people don't realise 
that there is almost 12 months a year flying 
available to us fortunate fliers who fly around 
Cairns and surrounding districts. Also we would 
have to have one of the strongest Clubs in the 
Country, but we are usually too busy flying to 
write articles for Skysailor - that is why you 
haven't heard much from us before, but be sure 
you will hear plenty in the future. 

HAYDN REDFERN - H6 
25 Hudson Street 
WHITFIELD, CAIRNS, 4870 
QLD Ph. 531742 



For many years I have been an avid r e ader o t 
Skysailor and have sat in pubs for hours listening 
to other hang glider pilots tell of their exploits . 
In fact I've succumbed to the temptation myself to 
tell a bit of a story now and then. All of this 
story telling and Skysailor reading has been very 
worthwhile as it has increased my knowledge of how 
to fly - which I guess is what hang gliding is all 
about. 

But nowhere have I ever read or heard in a pub that 
inland flying is entirely the opposite to coastal 
flying. On the coast, you fly straight to go up, 
and fly in circles to come down. It is all so 
simple . But no-one had ever told me that you have 
to fly in circles to go up inland and fly straight 
to go down. 

Everyone had been telling me for years that I should 
go to Mt Buffalo and try some inland stuff, so this 
year I went. Everyone was very friendly, just like 
the coast, and likewise, they all went to the pub 
after a days flying. 

on 

The first thing that I noticed that was different 
about inland pilots was the way they told their 
hang gliding stories in the pub . You can always 
tell a hang glider pilot in a pub. One or other or 
both of his hands keeps waving in the air is if to 
catch a slow moving mosquito. But on the coast , when 
his hand moves in a straight line, it goes up. 
When he circles it around, it goes down . I didn't 
fly the first day at Buffalo, but I did go to the pub. 
There were all these hang glider pilots around 
telling their stories , but there was something 
different. Their hands were still moving through 
the air, and their faces alight with excitement. 
After a while I realised that their hands were 
doing exactly the opposite to what they do in 
coastal pubs. When they moved their hands in a 
straight line, their hands went down. When they 
moved them in circles, they went up. It was all 
so puzzling. 

Then on the following morning everyone gathered 
around the tent of a pilot called Nostradenis 
Cummings. He had little pieces of tube with marks 
on them, me asuring sticks , little dials and a 
variety of other magic looking things. He was 
just like a Prophet of Old with long hair, long 
flowing beard and glazed red eyes . He kept 
looking at this piece of glass tube, shaking it, 
and scribbling things on a large piece of paper. 
He kept looking up to the sky and muttering 
incantations in a foreign tongue. After coming 
out of a trance, he shouted " cloudbase at 8000 ', 
good lapse rate, and queues popping at 11.00 am" . 
I didn't know what all this meant, but everyone 
else broke out into a wild chatter and ran off 
to get their ~liders. Nostradenis went back to 
his scribblings. It was all so mysterious. 
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In the pub the night before, I had heard several 
pilots refer to "queues popping". It has always 
been a rule with hang glider stories that if 
someone uses a word which you don't understand, 
you never admit ignorance, but keep your eyes wide 
with excitement, saying "Yeah , wow, really, far 
out". I was once in a pub and heard a pilot use 
the word "dihedral". I didn't know what it meant, 
but it sounded like a good word to use, so when it 
was my turn to tell my story of the day ' s flying, 
I told everyone how I dihedralled my glider all 
the way to Mt Keira. Even though I didn't really 
know what it mean't everyone's eyes lit up with 

excitement, and I got some of the best wows and 

far outs ever. 

So when I heard about "queues popping" it didn't 
really worry me, but it did conjure up some 
pretty horrible mental pictures of people in a line 
exploding. I wasn ' t looking forward to exploding 
in the line waiting to take off from Mt Buffalo. 
But that didn't happen anyway, so it must have 
mean't something else . 

So eventually we all made our way to the top of 
Mt Buffalo and set up our gliders . A few pilots 
took off and then I noticed something really 
strange. When they went in straight lines, they 
seemed to go down. When they circled , the seemed 
to go up. This was exactly the opposite to what 
happened on the coast. But I thought I should fly 
the way that I learnt, or I might have an 
accident, and besides, I might still have been right 
and everyone else wrong. 

I took off, and sure enough, no matter how straight 
I flew, I still went down and ended up in the Burs at 
the bottom . I packed up, went back to the top and 
did the same thing. The Burs again. It was all so 
frustrating, particularly when everyone else was 
wildly circling and going up. 

That night, very dejected, I went to the pub and 
listened to the stories . I again noticed that 
the circling hands went up and straight waving 
hands went down. When it was my turn to tell 
my story, I said I was saving it up for tomorrow 
night in the pub. It was my saddest hang gliding 
moment. 

The next day I decided to try this circular flying 
eventhough it went against my deepest flying 
instincts . After taking off, I didn't want to 
circle too soon in case I splattered myself on the 
cliff , so I started going straight , and, as before 
went down. All the other pilots above me were 
circling and going up. So I started to circle and 
for the first time in 3 days, I went up. Another 
circle and up again. This was wonderful. And I 
kept going until I was about 80- ' under this big 
black cloud. I didn't want to get caught in that 
so I flew straight. Just like before, I went down. 
I also went forward, which is normal when you fly 
straight , and arrived over near Porepunkah Hill. 
I was getting pretty low by this, and there were 
lots of nasty pine trees there. So I decided to go 
up again. I started circling, and again went up. 
It was wonderful, and all the way to Harrietville, 
I went up circling and down straight. 



That night in the pub as I was telling my story 
to the other wide eyed and excited pilots, I found 
to my amazement that when I circled my hand, it 
went up , and when I waved it through the air 
straight , it went down. At last I had become an 
inland pilot. 

One thing I don't understand is why coastal and 
inland flying are so opposite. I did hear a whisper 
in the pub that sometimes you don't go up every 
time you circle . But I have a solution, which I 
am sure on one else has thought of. If that 
happens to me next time I go inland, I'm going to 
fly my glider backwards! 

FERGUS 0 '-FLAHERTY 
c/- 19 Stanwell Ave 
Stanwell Park. 

Letters to the Ed. 
Sir, 

We all know of unemployed people. I just wonder 
how many of them are ex-hang glider pilots. I say 
ex, because if they have been out of work for more 
than 6 months, just where are they going to find the 
forty or fifty dollars a year to pay their State 
and Federal fees. 

At present they and the pensioners are on only a 
fraction of the salary to which they have been 
accustomed . We have all heard that half a loaf 
is better than none - I feel that aptly applies to 
our Association in all States. To allow concession 
to people who have been out of a job for more than 
6 months (this could also apply to any pensioner 
HG pilots), would at least bring in a few dollars 
to the various associations . 

The cost of a pilot's insurance of $11 obviously 
cannot be cut down. I can of course hear the 
State associations screaming we can't afford to 
cut the fee for the two above classes. 

However, that is the point I'm trying to make, if 
they do not allow a concession they will miss out 
on the few dollars they could perhaps have received. 
Those few dollars received from the unemployed 
and pensioners could make the difference next year 
as to whether our fees go up again or stay as they 
are. 

Let us keep in mind what happens in the public 
transport when the bus fares go up, the result in 
the past has been a drop in the number of 
passengers and so to make up the losses, again up 
go the bus fares. I believe it is called Catch 22. 
Let us not find ourselves in Catch 22. I feel 
sure there must be some unemployed members who 
would be only too happy to write in to our magazine 
giving their views on the above. 

Your Controversial Member, 

W THORNEYWORK 
9 Highland Ave 
Torrens Pk SA 5062 
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Dear Editor 

I would like to comment, as no doubt many other 
fliers will, on the TV coverage hang gliding 
received on the Mike Walsh Show on 2 November this 
year , yes Melbourne Cup Day, in actual fact not 
much before the running of the Cup. I, Like 
many other Australians was preparing to watch 
the race when the segment on gliding came on. 

The Instructor, who I feel should know better, was 
himself flying without a helmet and his stUdents, 
I belive from the Mike Walsh Show(?), were not 
wearing helmets either. I enjoyed the segment 
as I am sure everybody else -did, but I was somewhat 
dismayed that they were not properly equipped for 
flying. I am sure that possibly many thousands 
of people were watching at that time, and I guess 
that there is no better way to advertise our sport 
than on TV on Melbourne Cup Day. 

After seeing the segment I could not help thinking 
of flying in the early 70's and the work that many 
of us did to encourage fliers to wear helmets. 

We are supposed to be an organised body capable of 
l ooking after our own affairs, what sort of 
impression did the TV segment leave on DOA? Or 
had the rules changed on the wearing of helmets? 

I know I now run the risk of making a mountain out 
of a mole hill, but, what do you think? 

Safe Soaring (I hope), 

DOC HANNAH 
(Ex NASSA Instructor) 

Ed, 

There's been an unexpected response to Chris 
South's scribblings on spirituality and hang gliding 
- good to see I think. 

To agree wholly with Chris South would make this 
letter redundant , so here ' s my contention: we 
do hang gliding out of strongly egocentric 
motives - anyone chasing serenity and harmony 
could do much better by not doing hang gliding 
for a start. But thats not to say the two are 
mutually exclusive - there are just better ways 
to comprehend your place in the cosmic order . 

But here is my point of agreement - the strongly 
egocentric aspects of hang gliding are not 
characteristics to be admired and emulated. 

Competitiveness is only a means to an end - that 
end is certainly not winning , but maybe something 
more like excellence. 

The fact that we are alive and able to soak up the 
rich enjoyment of being that way, to my mind, comes 
with an attendant responsibility; and that is to 
live it to the fullest extent of your own 
possibility. Goals can sometimes help in achieving 
your potential, but if you complete, winning must 
be incidental and never regarded as serious. 

Unfortunately, my potential is fairly cloudy - I'm 
not practical enough to be a winner and unhappily 
too practical to be a serious philosopher. That 
doesn't make my credentials very convincing. 

RAY FIRTH 



NSW MONTHLY NEWS 

Hullo 

Last month I wrote an irreverent letter of 
resignation from the world because of the ANO, 
but Craig Aitken stole my thunder and wrote a 
much more interesting letter asking everyone to 
lobby their local politicians instead. This made 
me very happy!! Who knows what it will achieve but 
its certainly a good start. In NSW we have had 
printed an information package of politicians' 
addresses, background and what to do, and a typed 
letter of protest for our members to sign and send. 
They are reprinted below for anyone who may not 
be handed one personally and should you need any 
copies, phone me on 399 8672 and you will be 
innundated by pieces of paper in the mail. Christ, 
I hope something happens - life is too short to be 
this boring for any longer than necessary. 

And as for news - well the simple truth is that 
there isn't any. Everyone is away in victoria 
deploying parachutes and practising at winning 
competitions. But I stayed home so maybe you 
would like to hear about my holidays. 

THE CONDITIONS OF THE SOLITARYBIRD V 

The first, that it flies to the highest point; 
the 2nd , that it does not suffer for company 

not even for its own kind; 
the 3rd, that it aims its beak to the skies; 
the 4th , that it does not have a definite colour; 
the 5th, that it sings very softly. 

Carlos Castaneda 

Phil Wright - the flying tooth fairy, thought this 
might be worthwhile printing. 

]] 

What I did on my Christmas Holidays - by Ray Firth . 

I awoke on a placid Christmas morning with the 
promise of good things to come - the promise born 
of a quiet overtune to a thunderous finale - thank 
Christ for Christmas I thought to myself as I 
contemplated tearing the lacey pink neglige from 
her heaving nubile bosoms, as she ...... no, thats not 
right - Oh yes, I remember - Thank Christ for 
Christmas I thought as I stumbled toward the garbled 
images dissolved in harsh summer light on the other 
side of my window. The power and tearing magnetism 
of those embryonic turbid clouds, marching to the 
horizon, would unfold their expansive story to my 
timid eyes if all went well. 

My thoughts were torn by the schismatic polarity of 
those developing behemoths - the depths of stumbling, 
inconsequential minuteness, and the ecstacy of 
incomplete vistas - a physical freedom not included 
in the cosmis plan for mans body. My mind swam and 
gasped for air - it was caught in a primal struggle 
to exist - torn by those immissible opposites of 
lust and fear that combine so superbly - torn as the 
lacey pink neglige from her nubile, heaving 
lascivious young bosoms as she ..... aah, no thats not 
it. Ah yes , torn as I was between that existential 
celebration and the spiritual embrace that might 
materialise through this cosmic keyhole of action! 

In this, resolution of paradoxical opposites is 
enshrined in the ultimate pattern - the answer 
beyond my luke warm comprehension. My primitive, 
evolutionary form has somewhere locked, but hidden 
within itself, the cognisance of this resolution. 
I somehow know it is a key but can't rationalise 
an arguement to support adequately the strength of 
the gut response. 

Depressed by the awesome content of these and other 
unresolved questions , such as why had I forgotten 
to put the milk money out last night, and would I 
ever again get the chance to rest my hands on 
lascivious nubile young heaving bosoms, I decided 
to stay home and be miserable. 

Actually, my Christmas holidays were really shithouse. 

Well, so much for news. ' 1 hope the year fares 
you well, and that all your problems are teensy 

weensey ones. Good Luck, 

RAY FIRTH 



WHAT ANO 95 . 8 MEANS TO YOU. 

This is the law that governs how and where 
hang gliders can fly. We all know that it is silly 
and was written for the Rogallo's. 

It means that we all have flown and are flying 
illegally on many occasions, and thus we risk big 
fines and imprisonment and a criminal record. 

Hang gliders are equally entitled to the sensible 
use of air space in the same way as are other 
pleasure aircraft. 

At present we have no use of controlled airspace 
and can only fly to 300' above ground elsewhere 
unless the DOA gives special permission. But the 
DOA is a bureaucracy and as such never knows a 
stable or predictable policy. 

Amendments to the law will give us to 300' in 
controlled air space and to 5000' in uncontrolled 
air space. 

We are entitled to these sensible changes to present 
inequalities. 

WHAT YOU MUST DO. 

The Hang Gliding Federation is at last endorsing an 
active campaign to support the negotiations with the 
DOA. You may have read Craig Aitken's outline of 
past events in the December Skysailor, and the call 
for personal action by each and every flyer. 
WE NEED URGENTLY, YOUR TIME AND EFFORT TO LOBBY 

YOUR LOCAL MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT 

Dear Sir, 

HERE'S WHAT YOU MUST DO 

1. Write to your local member, preferably in your 
own handwriting, but using the printed letter with 
this list if you like. 
You will find a list of addresses and phone numbers 
for members of parliament accompanying this. 

2.Make sure all the flyers you know have at least 
written to their local members too, and encourage 
as many friends and relatives to write as well. We 
need as big a voice as possible. This is really 
important. 

THEN IF YOU ARE STILL FEELING ACTIVE, YOU SHOULD 

3. Write more letters to the Minister for Aviation, 
Mr Fife, as well as the Prime Minister. 

4. Follow up you letter to your local member of 
parliament with a phone call or a personal visit 
to make sure he read your letter, and ask what he 
intends to do. Remind him of the 1983 elections if 
you must. 

If you need any more information of further sets 
of printed material, just give me a phone call or 
drop me a line, Ray Firth; phone (02) 399 8672 
16/32 Rainbow Street, Kingsford. 2032. 

PLEASE PARTCIPATE... IT'S REALLY IMPORTANT 

Editor's note; Sorry but the list is not in 
this issue. However the names and addresses 
of local members can be found in the phone 
book. 

for a number of years now, the Hang Gliding Federation of 
Australia and the Department of Aviation have been negotiating changes 
in air navigation law concerning hang gliders. 

After some years of patient waiting it emerges that this matter is 
being treated with low priority by the Department of Aviation. 
Low priority in the Department means doing nothing. 

At this stage, the content of the changes has been negotiated and the 
Hang Gliding Federation have proceeded to carry out many undertakings 
suggested by the Department, but since OJr proposal for chanye was 
submitted two years ago we have had no positive action or undertakings 
by the Depa rtment of Avi a ti on. 

The ~~inister, Mr Wal Fife has received complete details of this matter 
from the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia. 

Would you please, as member for my electorate, make personal 
representa ti on to the Mi ni s ter, Mr Fi fe, conveyi ng our need f Ol' 

immediate action in resolving this matter. 

The speedy resolution of this situation not only impinges upon the 
safe conduct of Hang Gliding activities but will further resolve a 
long standing inequality in the use of air space for Hang Gliders. 

Yours Faithfully 
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The annual power struggle for control of the 
Stanwell Park Club and its accumulated millions 
took place at the last monthly meeting under 
intense lobbying, promises of patronage , blatant 
gerrymanders, meeting stacking and unabashed vote 
rigging. After the knives were put away and the 
smoke settled the following emerged to control the 
Club and its activities for the next 12 months: 
Rick Martin (President), Kieran Tapsell (Secretary), 
and Alan Daniels (Treasurer). It was obvious that 
this triumvirate ' s platform of more corruption in 
1983 was a great vote winner. 

At the last meeting it was decided to hold the 
Stanwell XC Competition during the summer season 
rather than during the calender year. So the 
closing off point will be the end of March 1983. 
A reminder to those interested: results of flights 
must be dropped in or posted to Alan Daniels, Rod 
Stevens or myself within 7 days of the flight. 

And now it is trivia time again. We now have four 
years of statistics. What they mean is entirely 
up to you to decide. Rather than set out the 
figures in full, the table below gives the 
average of the number of days and hours in the 
corresponding month from 1979 to 1982 inclusive. 
'Hours' refers to the number of hours during the 
month that flying took place. 

Days Hours 

January 15 77 
February 15 106 
March 15 108 
April 1 5 86 
May 10 75 
June 8 32 
July 10 55 
August 9 131 
September 9 88 
October 11 134 
November 14 154 
December 14 108 

From these figures it can be seen that Stanwell is 
soar able almost every second day in the months 
from November to April. I did not include in these 
figures days when it was possible to glide to the 
beach. The yearly average is one day in every 2.5. 
During the 'off' season , from May to October , the 
average is one flying day in every 3.23 days. The 
average number of hours flying during the summer 
months is a little over 7 hours each flying day. 
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There has also been an increase in the number of 
gliders using the site . The following table sets 
out this increase. 

1979 1980 1981 1982 
Average No. 
of gliders 16 . 2 17 . 7 20.7 23.8 
per Flying Day 

Average No . 
of gliders 20 

0

28 32 . 7 35.67 
per Weekend 
Flying Day 

From 1979 the average increase in the use of the 
site per flying day is some 14%0 The average 
increase on weekends was 22% . While these figures 
might show some cause for concern at overcrowding 
in the future, I think there has been a general 
change in flying philosophy at least over the last 
18 months . More people seem to be interested in 
flying down the coast and using Bald Hill as purely 
a take-off and landing area . This can only be 
welcomed. Once the Council has completed its work 
on Bald Hill and moved the logs back some 30', we 
should have a much bigger set up area . . And as the 
Dept of Planning and Environment has purchased 
the house to the west of the monument, there is a 
good possibility that it will be demolished and we 
might then have a larger top landing area. 

On the accident scene , we had our first mid air 
collision, which fortunately resulted in only one 
broken arm. However, overall there has been a 
welcome decrease in the number of accidents 
particularly when viewed in the light of the 
increase in use of the site. 

Accidents 1979 1980 1981 1982 

Deaths 1 nil nil nil 

Personal 
Injury to 5 2 4 2 
Pilot 

Personal 
Injury to 1 1 nil nil 
Spectators 

Damage to 
Glider or 9 7 11 5 
Property 



The persona l injuries to pi l ots were both arm 
injuries, one from top landing and other from the 
mid-air collision . The damage to gliders arose 
from two top l anding accidents and gliders landing 
in the sea , and one into a tree at Stanwell Tops. 

Tn 1982 , we also saw the first pilots fly to 
Macquarie Pass and back, a distance of over 100 kms. 
and on present information, seven pilots have 
managed to do this trip. We also had our first 
International Hang Gliding Competition , which 
seemed to go off quite well. We hope to have 
another in 1984. 

At the suggestion of a couple of overseas pilots 
we are in the process of bringing out a Visitors 
Guide to Flying at Stanwell Park. We hope it might 
also be of some use to people starting to fly here. 

The Club would like to again express its thanks 
to a ll those members and non- members alike who 
have helped to keep Stanwell safe , and we hope that 
this year will see a further reduction in accidents. 

KIERAN TAPSELL 
(Secretary) 

Available now ill .) 
sizes & 4 mai' 
colours . Dar}: 

$195 .00 Complete 

light blue 
red. 
:)live . 

with recessed pa..:achute J, ballast 
container ropes 

Enquire for details 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
.~>t.Jron Harness 
Harness Bag 
Hang L=ps small 

Carabina 

med 
large 

fuyes T shirts 
Ivarm Jackets 
fleecy lined vIi th 
hood . small, med . 

85 . 00 
30 . 00 

3 . 00 
4.00 
5 . 00 
8 . 50 

15 . 00 

50 . 00 

AIRMAIL / POST 
7 . 50 
2 . 50 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.50 

2 . 50 

;'lade fra;; .)=apa];: nylon . High 
density foam . Dallistic strenghthening 
strenghening strengthening . 

AIRt!ilUL/PO;~ 

Glider Bas 55 . 8C 7 .50 
glider Ties 8 . 00 1.00 

(set of 4 ) 
Batten Bags 6 . 00 1.00 
C & 0 Helmets 35.00 7.58 

MCMS DElIA GUDERS PlY. lID. 

173 _ Rd.1'\IiNaiey. ¥"'I< NSW. 20:/4. Australia lei. 02 'JHI5114. 
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V.Q.G.A. 

---
~ lIfEWS 

HANG GUDI NG CLUB, 

This popular institution still meets 
regularly on the first Tuesday of each 
month ...... . 

Where you can .... . ... . 

Corner a Safety Officer and get rated. 

Ask advice. 

Hear the latest gossip. 

Spend the night telling everyone how you 
gained 2000 ft. at Portsea last weekend. 

See the latest Hang gliding films. 

Advertize your old hang gliding gear. 

Buy someone else's old hang gliding gear. 

Get fed. 

Have a good time. 

All at Bells Hotel, Cnr Moray and 
Coventry Sts, South Melbourne. 

Next Meeting ... 1/2/83 

BE THERE ! 
Special .. Never to be repeated bargain, 
Life Memberships reduced to the crazy low 
price of .99 cents for this month only, 
be early, don't miss out. 

JIM PAUL. 
Southern President. 
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FAIRHAVEN FORESHORE COMMITTEE 

The President 
VHGA 

Dear Sir 

I am instructed by my committee to bring to your 
notice relevant portions of the Management Plan 
for the Fairhaven Foreshore. 

Two portions of this beach are defined as being 
set aside for the use of swimmers only, and would 
therefore preclude the use of hang gliders for 
landing between 1st December and 30th April each 
year . 

The portions so defined are in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the Fairhave Surf Life Saving 
Club, and of the Moggs Creek outflow. The exact 
area on either side of the Life Saving Club is 
defined by dog prohibition signs. 

We are aware, of course, of your regulations banning 
landing in the immediate vicinity of members of the 
public, but felt you should also be apprised of the 
general regulations pertinent to you, in the area 
for which we are responsible. 

Yours faithfully, 
C C BARTON 
Hon. Secretary 

-------------------------EIJ'EREUA Qu)ED 
Camp Eumerella has been closed until further notice 
by the CFA due to risk of fire. Please enclose a 
note to this effect in the next edition of 
Skysailor as anybody flying here could endanger the 
privileges we have enjoyed over the past years. 

M F ESTCOURT 

MT, BUFFALO X-C T-SHIRTS, 
Don Rottman has advised that he will 

print another limited supply of T-shirts. 

So if you missed out on this much sought 

after item at Mt. Buffalo, place your 

order now by mailing a cheque for $11.00 

($10.00 + $1.00 for posting and packaging) 

to DON ROTTMAN, C/O VHGA, PO BOX 400. 

PRAHRAN. 

DO IT NOW DON'T MISS OUT AGAIN !! 

Could the owner of a small white station wagon 
rego number AZN 723, please explain his presence 
in the Dennis Caravan Park during the Buffalo 
compo Coming in late at night and leaving early 
in the morning, apparently without paying, is 
giving us a bad name. 



FLYING'S FOR THE BIRDS OR 

FUN AT THE CAULFIELD FESTIVAL 

SUNDAY 
13/2/83 

KEEP 
THIS 

DATE 
FREE 

FOR GREG AND ROSEMARY'S 

4TH ANNUAL 

STARTS llAM AND DOESN'T FINISH. 

EVERYONE 
IS 

WELCOME 

B. Y .0: MEAT, 
DRINKS 

& SWIMGEAR 

SALADS, GLASSES, ETC. ,ALL SUPPLIED. 

FEATURING THE LIVE ROCK BAND 

"'FLYER " 

4 TUNBURY CLOSE (OFF MAJOR ST.) 
NTH. RINGWOOD 3134 

MELWAYS MAP 50 B3 
(PHONE 876 3981) 

BE THERE! 

At the recent Caulfield Festival, the VHGA 
participated with a display of hang gliders. 
Organized by John McCarthy, we had a good 
response from the public and everyone involved 
had a great time. 
Thanks to the people who gave up their 
hang gliding for the day - Rose & Jopn McCarthy, 
Ruth Day, Darrel Black, Carol & Paul Tanner, 
Fiona McHale, Gavin Hill and Jim Paul. 

GAVIN HILL 

Chris Hooton at Black Hill. 

IN SAD MEMORY 

We ourselves started hang gliding early this year, 
when we were taught to fly by Chris Hooton and John 
Murby. We soon learnt about Chris' death defying 
acts, like one weekend when we were staying at 
Gordon, he tried to wake up 10 or so people at 7 am 
to go flying, after we all had got to bed at about 
2 am that same morning. 

It was that day upon arriving at Black Hill, Gordon, 
after seeing a fellow flier soaring around in near 
perfect conditions, was the first time we saw 
Chris run - uphill, kite on shoulders, in 
anticipation. It was his love of flying (his only 
sport or recreation) that he felt deserved such 
physical exertion. 

He will be sadly missed by all who knew him and 
all who flew with him. To his parents, Carol and 
Bryan, his brothers Mark and Michael and his sister 
Clare, our deepest sympathies. 

Chris has shown us that one needn't be loud and 
boisterous to be heard, or leave an everlasting 
impression. 

He will never be forgotten. 

If i~s true that only good people go to heaven, we 
wouldn't want a height gain competition with him 
now. 

with fondest memories, 

GRAEME AND MIKE 



ACT 
Hang gliding 

Association 

A,C,T,H,G,A, 

GOSSIP 

* 

* 

* 

There have been a few people from the club who 
have ventured north on holidays in search of 
some reliable coastal soaring. Jeff Cotter, 
Leigh Neilsen and Barry Weatherburn travelled 
all the way to Rainbow Beach, only to find out 
it would be blowing off-face for nine days. 
Although the trip was fairly disasteirous , 
a little airtime was gained. 

Kate Colsby has decided to take the plunge and 
learn to fly seriously. Kate is the first 
dedicated female flyer in the club and we wish 
her every success . However, even though 
everyone is pleased to see Kate flying, our 
main XC driver this summer has been lost. 

At the moment I am residing on holidays at Glenn 
Wilson's place on the mid north coast. Glenn, 
Joe Scott, Pete Cursley , phil Flentje, and 
myself have managed to have shar ed some good 
coastal flying and so far I have flown every 
day for the past six days. (A bit more reliable 
that inland flying) . 

WORKING BEES 

A working bee was held at Pig Hill last month with 
about 13 people attending. Much work was done in 
clearing the northerly take-off. Not only was 
regrowth cleared, but several of the larger trees 
were cut out in order to widen the slot. The top 
section of road was also cleared of larger rocks 
to allow for more two wheel drives to gain access. 
Thanks to all those who participated and hopefully 
the site will not have to be cleared again this 
summer. 

TRAINING WITH PHIL MATHEWSON 

Phil has organised several four day weekends 
whereby Sydney people who want to give hang gliding 
a go can do so around the ACT district. The reason 
for the weekends being organised in the district is 
to give those Sydney people a break away from city 
life. 

Most of the training is being conducted at the Pig 
Hill training s l opes and so far there has been good 
reports from those participating. The maj ority 
of training is being conducted by Phil , Tim Webb 
and Bruce? 
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PIG HILL DANGERS 

There has been several hidden dangers with Pig Hill 
of late for most flyers , but especially novices. 
Firstly, the resident wedgies are now mating and 
hang glider pilots seem to be a main diet. These 
birds can become a scary sight , so be aware that 
they are around and take care . 
Secondly , in taking off from the northerly side, 
make sure there is no ' west ' in the wind direction, 
as massive sink will usually be encountered and it 
becomes suspect for even reaching the landing area 
sometimes. 

Even though this site is a good novices site for 
sled rides etc., Pig Hill at midday can present 
some extremely strong thermal activity . Novice 
flyers should check with Tim or other Safety 
Officers before flying in these summer conditions. 

There has even been an instance lately where two 
flyers flew after a couple of experienced H4 pilots 
decided not to fly. The wind at the time was N-NW 
at 15-25 mph. Both these flyers should have known 
better, so in future think of the people who may 
well have to scrape you off the ground when a 
crash occurs. 

Thats all folks, 

BRETT FREEBODY 
(Secretary/Treasurer) 

A ~t-IU .'\L G ENEK .II.L MEETING . 

The 1983 Annual General ;"1eeting will be held 

at Royals Rugb y Union Club, Weston at 7: 30 

pm on Thursday, February 3rd, 1983. 

Nominations for the AC THGA exectutive should 

be lodged in writing with any cu rrent 

committee member before t he AG~1 . Nominations 

can only be accepted from the floor of the 

actual meeting where insufficient written 

nominations have been received. Also, please 

ensure that you have renewed your membership 

as only financial members are entitled to 

vote . 



SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS 
Stan Roy. ms.12071 ChevaIIum Road. 

Palmwoods 4555 phone 071- 459185 

A PROFESSIONAL HANG GLIDING BUSINESS OFFERING A COMPLETE RANGE OF SEVICES -LEARNER SCHOOL -
REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES - MOST COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF HANG GLIDER TUBES IN AUSTRALIA - TRADE
IN USED GLIDERS ON NEW, ALL BRANDS - SOME NEW DEMONSTRATION GLIDERS STOCKED. SUNCOAST HANG 
GLIDERS TAKE PHONE CALLS ALL HOURS TO ALLOW YOU THE ADVANTAGE OF HALF-PRICE OFF-PEAK RATES. 
STAN ROY AVAILABLE BEFORE 8 AM AND AFTER 6 PM. ANSWER-PHONE FOR ALL HOURS MESSAGES. 

YOU MAY HAVE HEARD A VICIOUS RUMOUR THAT BIG STAN HAS TURNED PETROL-HEAD, THIS IS NOT JUST 
COMPLETELY TRUE, I STILL KEEP THE BIGGEST STOCK AND THE BEST RANGE OF HANG GLIDING GEAR IN 
AUSTRALIA AND RUN A FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE. 

GUARANTEED DELIVERY TIMES OR 5% DISCOUNT 

SUNCOAST HARNESSES: 
De Luxe Short Learner - Hang to Prone pulley converter system 
Midi Length - Prone Pulley System 
Standard Cocoon - Cordura or parapak body. Bar in bottom of boot. Internal storage 

pocket in boot. Mountaineering rope. 
De Luxe Faired Cocoon - with chute, ballast and storage bags. 

All harnesses with soft, parapak covered shoulder pads - heavy duty cordura 11 oz 
main body (low stretch), - all mountaineering rope quality suspensions (easily 
adjustable) - closed cell (lower stretch) or open cell foam same price on Short 
Prone or Midi. Smooth parapak body optional. No carabiner. 

Cocoon Options 
Run-Thru Mains pulley assembly allows pilot to alter angle to keel, gets 

and shoulders lower for lower drag, for penetration and L.D. runs. 
Closed Cell Foam - rounder, smoother shape - less stretch 
Sewn -On Stirrup 
Full Length Cocoon Carry Bag - for deluxe and closed cell cocoons 
Three diagonal stripes $20.00, Arrow $7.00, Custom Designs P.O.A. 

HELMETS: 
Leaf (Z 90) - fairly similar to Bell 
Suncoast Lightweight ~" Polystyrene Liner 

BACK UP CHUTES: 

Realistic Protection 

head 

$110.00 
$120.00 

$145.00 
$200.00 

$ 12.00 
$ 15.00 
$ 5.00 
$ 32.00 

$ 40.00 
$ 35.00 

Chute and deployment bag only 
Parachutes Australia - standard system 

$3l2.00 
Complete $340.00 

Suncoast No. 2 Deployment System - Wind haven type thin pack - safe and easy pull 
deployment with velcro and 50mm safety ~. 
Pacific Flight Designs - new back up system tri-conical gore shape provides flat 
profile for more drag per square metre of fabric. Bias construction three panels 
per gore - greater radial seam strength. F-lll low porosity fabric. 
Dacron lines and kevlar bridle for low bulk and cut resistance - 4.5 Ibs wpight 
413 square ft - 26 ft diameter. 

VARIOS: 
Systek - miniature (3"x2~"xl~",weight II ozs) with auto zero -solid state 
transducer. Is in a class of its own. 
Hummingbird - New VE lO Model. Well known performer. First introduced t o 
Australia by Suncoast Hang Gliders in June 1978. 
Ball Model 631 - digital altimeter audio up only . 

ALTIMETERS: 
Ball 620H 
Ball 65l Super Vario - Digital Altimete r 
Thommen 2000-26 - well known to hang glider pilots for its accuracy and s uperb 
shock resistance. OVer 80 sold - no repairs ever needed 
Wrist Strap. 
Aircraft 3 Needle - lightweight - approx. 1 lb. 
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Complete $340.00 

Complete $390,00 

Special 

$250.00 

$195.00 
$430.00 

$295. 00 
$535.00 

$130. 00 
$ 9.00 
$l65.00 



AIR SPEED INDICATORS: 
Hall - disc type 
Hall Bracket - prone or short 
Dwyer - pith ball 

FLITE DECKS: 
White Fibreglass streamlined panel, black edge around face. 
Stainless Steel Bracket for A-frame 

BAROGRAPHS: 
Replogle with Graphs and Seals 

GLIDER BAGS: 
Heavy Duty Cordura, heavy duty zipper 
8 oz Cordura , medium weight zipper 

HANG LOOPS: 
Full double webbing, triple overlap, 20 mID wide. 
12 inch, 15 inch, 18 inch. 
22 inch - 26 inch, sizes to order 

CARAS INERS : 

ROPE: 

Plain - lightweight oval -1600 kg. 
Plain - wide gate - 2500 kg. 
Screw Gate - 2500 kg - wide gate and bottom 

Edelrid - static mountaineering rope 
6mm - breaking strain 660 kg. 
7mm - breaking strain 1335 kg. 
8mm - breaking strain 1710 kg. 
Poly Float 
7-8 rom 
10mm 

FLITE PACKS: 
Lightweight X-C back packs with zipper - adjustable straps. 
De Luxe X-C back packs - Heavy Duty Cordura with three pockets, 

zipper. Thick foam shoulder pads relieve glider carrying -
Lightweight full length, zippered, cocoon carry bag for de luxe 

cell cocoons. 

KING-POST AND A-FRAME FAIRINGS: Pe~ foot 

BOOKS: 
PAGEN 

Skills, Micrometeorology, Advanced 
Set of three 

GEORGE WORTHINGTON -In Search of World Records 
Soft Cover $9.00, Hard Cover $14.00 

T-SHIRTS: 

heavy duty 
adjustable 
and closed 

Five colour air brush - SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS, HANG GLIDING A NATURAL HIGH, 
and GET A HIGHER EDUCATION. 

POSTERS: 

per 
per 
per 

per 
per 

straps. 

WALLETS: 
Screen printed $ 10.00 

Yosemite Hang Gliders 
Ultralite Over Golden Gate 

TOW FRAMES: 
Wide base bar, Moyes type triple release $275.00 

STICKERS: 
Suncoast Hang Gliders 
Get a Higher Education 

metre 
metre 
metre 

metre 
metre 

$ 24.00 
$ 9.00 
$ J.6.00 

$ 27.00 
$ 8.00 

$375,00 

$ 64.00 
$ 56.00 

$ 4.00 
$ 5.00 

$ 7.00 
$ 8.00 
$ 9.00 

$ .70 
$ .90 
$ 1.10 

$ .50 
$ 1.00 

$ 35.00 

$ 55.00 

$ 32 .00 

each $ 8.75 
$ 25.00 

$ 9.50 

$ 4.50 
$ 4.50 

$ 1.00 
$ 1.50 

Prices subject to shange without notice. Postal Orders a speciality ($2.00 min. Pack . and Post. ) 
Registered - $400 Insurance + $3.00 C.O.D. Post 50% Deposit Required - $400 Insurance. 
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Queensland News 

NOBBY NOTES 

The Nobby Club Christmas Party went as planned on 
the first weekend of December. We were granted our 
height clearance for the weekend and were all set 
to go XC. Unfortunately the weather didn't co
ope rate on the Saturday and there were sled rides 
to the landing area for most of the day. A squall 
came through mid-afternoon causing the wind to 
pick up and 5 of us who were quick enough blasted 
off just as it arrived to get in half an hour before 
the rain became too heavy. There was a good turn 
up at the Glamorganvale Pub for the evening's 
festivities and with plenty to eat and drink , all 
had a good time. The Club presentations were held 
that night and we had 3 categories for which 
trophies were presented. This year we had a tie 
for the mos t improved pilot of the year with Marie 
Tucker and J erry Furnell. The first 3 places in the 
Club Competition League were ; (1st) Scott Tucker, 
(2nd) Jerry Furnell, (3rd) Hank Van Raalte. In the 
Club XC Competiti on for which the Ramsay Cup is 
first prize to the person with the highest 
accumulative kms in Qld since January 1st. Scott 
Tucker came 1st with a total distance of 261 kms, 
Gavin Howland came 2nd with 129 kms and Jerry 
Furnell was 3rd with 109 kms. After the pub 
closed at around 11 pm, we continued the party at 
the Community Hall up the road where things didn't 
quieten down until the early hours of the morning -
must have been the pub's country music : 

On Sunday, conditions at the Nobby had deteriorated 
to winds blowing over the back. Some diehards 
stayed at the Nobby hoping for an improvement, a 
lot gave up and went home, while a few made the 
trip to Rosin ' s Lookout to have a somewhat crowded 
scratchy soaring flight in a light very NE breeze. 

Thanks must go to the Glamorganvale Pub for putting 
on the BBQ, and to Heather McAllan for organizing 
the trophies; without their hard work the eveninq 
would not have been such a success . I'd also like 
to thank all the club members and visitors who 
made the effort to turn up for the day and support 
the party . 

The weekend after the Christmas Par~saw a number 
of the NASSA members up at Toowoomba again to sample 
some more of their sites. There were 8 club 
members p lus William, with his HIWAY Demon from 
NSW. Hope you e njoyed your QLD flying William. 
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Phil, Jim and Ross took us to another of their 
little sites (they don't grow them big up there:), 
where we had good flying on both days. On Saturday 
a seabreeze roared through in the afternoon and 
though it was at first a bit strong, it settled 
down for everyone to have good long flights in 
the strong ridge lift. On Sunday there was little 
wind, but with the s un o ut, the thermals were 
popping. Those who worked them success fully had 
good flights. 

So far both club trips to Toowoomba have been 
very successful and I'm s ure the Toowoomba fliers 
will see us again in the N~w Year. 

Safe Soaring , 
SCOTT TUCKER 
(Secretary) 

A DIFFERENT TALE FROM RAINBOW 

A friend of mine flew Rainbow just over a week ago, 
and left for Europe without getting a chance to 
write about it. For those who don 't know Rainbow, 
it is a large curving bay , facing north. At the 
eastern end is Double Island Point , about 8 kms 
from the north easterly take- off. From Double Is. 
Point, the beach runs south to Noosa , and a couple 
of kms south of the point is the wreck of the 
"Cherry Venture". Coloured sands make up the 250-
350 ' ridge . The whole area is in the Cooloola 
National Park , so all the land behind the beaches 
is rugged forest with areas of swamp. Many people 
have been delighted by this beautiful place, as 
the views from the air are spectacular. Many 
gliders can fly at one time , u sing a large sand 
blow for take-offs and landings and on a good day 
height gains of over 800 ' are common . 

It is a nice, safe site , good for developing skills 
or getting to know a new glider which is what my 
friend, Bjorn, was doing. He had just bought a 
Pulsar and had only 5 hours in it. 

However, this day the conditions weren't perfect. 
The wind was coming more from the north. On the 
days prior, it would s tart blowing early in the 
morning and by the afternoon it would be raging 
over 25 knots. Bjorn has flown this site many 
times and in similar conditions, so he was ready to 
take-off at 11 am. A group of kindergarten children 
were keen to see him fly . A small storm brewing 
in the north-west was at a safe distance, so he took 
off and flew to the right down the ridge. The 
heavy c louds advanced rapidly and Bjorn could see 
the children running for shelter as the rain st.arted 
fall ing . 

He continued to fly towards the point and the clouds 
followed. As the conditions were deteriorating , 
he decided to return to the blow and land. He flew 
out over the water to try to get around and below 
the clouds . As he flew below the clouds the strong 
lift drew him up, despite his pushing the bar to his 
knees. He was in the clouds for a few seconds then 

Continued on page 30. 
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A DAY IN THE WEST 

Eastern states readers of Skysailor could be 
excused for thinking that flyers in the West are 
either illiterate, have stopped flying, or both. 

This article is to let you know that neither of 
these points are true . 

In fact. at this time of the year we have many 
excellent flying days with a large number of XC 
flights being achieved. 

However, due to extreme modesty and the cost of 
postage, most of the news stays in the State. Well , 
here's some that's leaked out ! 

On 23/12/82 John Whitman, Mandy (our trusty driver), 
and myself headed up to our local inland starting 
point . (I won ' t mention a name in case DOT got a 
copy of Skysailor). The forecast for the day was 
favourable with light SE ' s and a maximum temperature 
of 390 . 

Having driven to the top of the hill and set-up , we 
were lured into the air by faily weak but persistent 
cycles, spaced at about 2 minute intervals and lasting 
for up to 7-8 minutes. Due to the lack of thermal 
strength and wind , we too only lasted 7- 8 minutes , 
not having enough height to last out the interval 
between thermals. 

Undaunted by this first failure we p3cked up and 
after a brief visit into town, headed back up to 
the top. 

By this time the temperature had crept up to 400 and 
there was a hefty bank of cumulus forming to the NE . 

As we were to find out later this large formation 
of cloud was caused by a deep trough moving in 
from the coast and centering itself over our flying 
space . 

The effect of this trough was to swing the wind 
around 900 and lift cloudbase to 14,000' ASL . 

By this time , the cycles were predominately coming 
from over the back , with the.occasional ' loner' just 
making it up the front. (They do this so that you 
don ' t know which way to point your kite). The sky 
by now was filling up with nice l y formed cumulus , 
taunting us to take off . After waiting unti l 2pm 
for l aunch conditions to improve, we decided rather 
than pack up and go down the track by car , we 
woul d sooner f l y down . 

Waiting fo r the rare 'loner ' to creep up ~he front 
and swing the ribbon around , I launched in virtually 
conditions . Expecting fully t o go down like an 
'Ita lian lover', I flew away from the ridge and over 
the sun-baked paddocks below . To my surprise I 
maintained height until I was struck by a l ocomotive 
steaming upwards at 1000 fmp +. 

After the initial s urprise of encount e ring s u c h 
strong lift, I hooked in for the quick ride up. 



Looking down at take-off, I saw John sprint to his 
glider as if an air-raid alarm had sounded. The next 
time I saw him, he was about a 1000' above me and 
one kilometer to the south rocketing upwards in the 
same thermal. The size and strength of the thermal 
was awesome with little need to locate the core. 

There was no drift whatsoever with all the movement 
being strictly vertical 

John and I were now at the same height and about 
500 metres apart, due to the lack of drift we were 
directly over take-off. At this stage we had 
gained 11,000' and were at 12,500 ASL. 

As we got higher the air became very violent with 
both of us being tossed around like butterflies 
in a dust-devil. 

By now I didn't have one positive thought left and 
after transferring some weight from bowel to my 
jocks, pulled the bar in and headed for a blue 
hole between two cum's. To my horror I gained 
another 1000' on the dive over and was now at 
13,500' ASL. 

The air by now was wicked and I was fully expecting 
to become part of a cu-nimb with there being no l et 
up in the strength of the lift. 

Suddenly, one wing lifted and I was spewed into 
the relative safety of 1000 fpm sink, within the 
blue hole I had been heading for. Minutes later , 
John made the same ignominous entry into the same 
hole. 

The frozen look on his face immediately informed 
me that he had encountered much the same 
conditions that I had been flying in . After 
receiving this initial fright, we limited ourselves 
to 10,000 ' ASL in each thermal, as the air above 
this height was violent and unpredictable. 

Still being very little drift in each thermal, it 
was s imply a matter of climbing to our self-imposed 
ceiling and then pulling the bar in and diving to 
the next thermal. 

The lift was abundant which mean't you could fly 
through the thermals until you needed to us e one. 

The next two hours was spent between 4,000' and 
10,000' ASL, the lift within this being strong 
and useable. 

After watching John eventually lose it and land 
40kms from take-off, I headed north, still with 
7,500 ' ASL. 

Unfortunately I chose the wrong direction to head 
ad 10kms down the road I ran out of sky. The 
cum 's above had over-developed and I was flying 
toward a mass of black, evil looking cloud. 

At this point, I had 4,000' left and used it up by 
flying up and down the main street of a town 50kms 
from take-off. 

Disappointed at only covering 50kms on such a freak 
day, but delighted with a 12'000' height gain, I 
packed up as the black cum's overhead started to 
drop their bundle. 
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The trip back to Perth went quickly with a mixture 
of beer, bullshit and combat stories. (Fortunately 
I had a camera with me to prove that it wasn't 
all bullshi t) . 

Hope this article spurs a few more of the WA members 
into revealing their exploits to the rest of you. 

Hope to see your Kingpost (from above) , 

GARRY GREEN 

Garry Green at Mount Bakewell. 



D ,0, A, CDE~N I S ON A I RSPACE) 

There is was, on Page 14 of Wednesdays ' Australian ' 
under the Aviation column (The (little) headlines 
read: "New Committee to oversee use of National 
Airspace" . 

Hullo! Hullo! Has Marsha, Wes or Craig finally 
devised some cheap and nasty trick to take over 
the air lanes? (You know - those big blue spaces 
under, over and around the white fluffy stuff) . 

My heart was beating (about 50 rpm) as I started 
to read the story. Alas it was only 2 paragraphs 
later that my heart gave out. Not once did the 
article mention us (US - Unincluded-Airspace-Users
Soaring-to-great-heights-in-jang-gliders). Not so 
much as a mention. The 3 or 5 balloonists got a 
mention. The fixed-wing boys (the ones with the 
expensive hang gliders and the long landing 
paddocks) got a mention. The drought affected, 
poverty stricken agricultural boys were there. 
The Government's white headed and very expensive 
boys (Qantas, TAA & Ansett were there. Mal's (or 
is it Dad's) Airforce was there, even a few of our 
mates from nearby Williamtown. 

\ 

\ 
\ 

Re-reading the article, the following points stick 
out very clearly: 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

There are a lot of different groups trying 
to dictate the use of "free " air. 

The RAAF takes the slices they want first. 

The "Aeroplanes only" groups, who have what 
is left , still have trouble getting access to 
it because "God-DOA" cannot be contacted under 
18 month's notice. (Same as US - see last months 
Skysailor re ANO 95.8 re-write) . 

DOA and RAAF use the same tactics on US as on 
other airspace users - they go to the meetings, 
appear to give "strong encouragement and 
co-operation" and leave with everyone thinking 
that times have changed . As much chance as 
pigs flying (even if they could get the 
airspace) . 

I received the December Skysailor the day after I 
had read the article. It was no surprise to 
read that ANO 95.8 negotiations were no further 
ahead, that they had "a relatively low priority", 
and, by inference, would have for a long time in 
the future. 

The thought of having 5000' to play with (and 
possibly 10,000' in selected areas) by Xmas is 
still pie in the sky. I ask now , as I did two 
years ago - "Which Xmas?". 

Has hang gliding over 300' above terrain finally 
reached the status of pot smoking? An illegal 
activity, indulged in by a large number of people, 
ignored or undetected by the law administrators 
unless the perpertrator is too conspicuous (or a 
foreign visitor), an activity which is untaxed 
and untaxable? 

What to do? 

1. OK, lets write to those MP's. 

2. Maybe we join GAPAN - if they invite us? 



3. We continue as we have for the last 2-3 years 
as fugitives from the law setters - keep on 
ignoring the law - and hope that we don't 
get caught. As for me, I am organising a 
protest fly-in and flour bombing of 
Williamtown control tower. All interested 
pilots please meet me at Glennies Creek dam 
between 1 April and 30 October (Saturdays 
and Sundays only as it upsets the cattle if 
we fly on weekdays). Weather conditions 
permitting, we should be able to get to 
within bombing range of Williamtown tower at 
least once within this period. I hope there 
will be someone home. 

DENIS THE MENACE 

(Alias D. Cummings) 

Continued from page 26 . 

turned what he hoped was 1800 to try to escape. With 
clouds all around, bar to the knees feeling every 
bump, soaked to the skin from the rain and not knowing 
which direction he was flying, he wasn't very 
happy. Terrified is more like it . "What a way to 
die"! Or , worse still, "my new glider will get 
wrecked", he was thinking. 

He was still going up, when he came out between 
two layers of cloud. He could see the horizon, 
but nothing above and below him. Suddenly he saw 
a hole in the clouds, a way of escape . Putting 
the glider into a spin which felt more like a 
spiral dive, he went down, partly in cloud, partly 
in clear air. Then he was out of it and could see 
"Cherry venture" below. He was just able to make 
it back to the hill near Double Island Pt. with 
the height he had, and forty minutes after he took 
off, he was back at the blow. 

He flew for another half hour before he landed. He 
was glad to be alive, glad that he and his glider 
were safe, exhilarated by what had happened, but 
he had no wish to repeat it. He had been very 
lucky. He could have ended up in the bush or in 
the ocean if he hadn't spotted that hole in the 
clouds. 

Bjorn thinks two things helped him. The fact that 
he turned back when he entered - perhaps that kept 
him near the edge of the cloud. The other is the 
Pulsar - it can fly fast and it mellows the 

turbulence. 
Even when cumulo-nimbus clouds look to be at a safe 
distance, think twice about flying. They can 
develop fast and move fast. 

Safe flying and good luck. Its what we all need 
at times. 

NICHOLA WALLACE 

VIC 

WA 

NSW 

MARKET PLACE 
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Swift 170. Blue leading edge, double surface 
and white trailing edge. Excellent sail. 
Good performed. $1,100 . 00. 
Phone (03) 611 1784 (BH). (052) 613534 (AH). 

Instrument Pack. Reliable Hummingbird Vario, 
Thommen Altimeter (20' increment version), 
digital clock, compass wi~h temperature 
gauge - all mounted on fibroglass instrument 
pod with dual battery system and Kwik clamp. 
Sacrificed at $250 for quick sale. 
Phone Greg (03) 876 3981. 

Free-Flyte Jaguar - large size (200sq ft) 
flies well,has been thermalled over Mt. 
Buffalo. Suit heavier pilot (11 stone+) 
minimum rating H2. $290. 
Phone Greg (03) 8763981. 

Comet 165 - Good XC Flier or coastal 
Worker. Rainbow sail. Minimum rating H2. 
$ 1100. 00 . 
Ring Evan Jones - 052 787124 (BH) 

052 6 12580 (AH) 

VK3 well maintained and in good condition. 
Red, brown and yellow sail; dive tips and 
zip up kite bag. Good performance and 
handling, suit Hang 1. $500.00 . 
Phone Mike Farren (09) 390 7948 (AH) 

325 9577 (BH) 

Swift 170 - performs well. White black and 
orange; perfect colours for contemplating the 
meaning of life with . .. .... the answers to 
life's questions for only $800.00 . 
A must for every home. 
Phone Barney at 661 3609. 



NSW 

Meteor 190, green and yellow. 1 year old . 
$950 or near offer. 
Phone Glenn (02) 918 0038 . 

Phantom 150 , swifterize and handles 
reasonably. will sel l with a carabina . 
$400 . 00 aNa. 
Phone Bruce (02) 786495. 

Moyes Mega 3 , all green (2 tone) . Very 
smooth and clean sail. 
titles. H3. $700.00 . 
desperate for cash . 

Winner 81 State 
Be quick as I am 

Trevor Crane . Phone (066) 722794 (BH). 

Moyes Missile 180, white with red under 
surface and blue l eading edge. Five months 
old. $1450.00. 
Phone Nick (02) 982 4057. 

For sa l e after Buffalo Comps - Moyes 180, 
red L/E , white sail, 1 month old . This 
glider must be seen . $1500.00 . 
Phone (02) 982 4057. 

Moyes Midi Stinger and Harness. No minimum 
rating. $340 . 00. 

1 C & D H/G Helmet - $25 .00. 

1 Moyes prone harness (complete) as new - $65 . 

2 sets custom built stainless steel H/G racks. 
Mount to front and r ear bumper bars. 
Particularly suit sports car with short roof , 
but fit any car. Eliminates any kite flex. 
$120/set . 

Phone Steve (02) 560 9769 (after 9am). 

" Suncoast" prone harness, orgasmic comfort , 
almost unused. Going as . $65 . 

Also patent bashed- aluminium bracket for 
mounting 35mm camera to kite , with swivel 
mount and 10 metre cable - $20. 

Phone (0 2) 476 2205 - ask for Alaine . 

Skydart II - immaculate condition . This 
glider was a special order , only 2 years 
ago. Sail - r ed , orange , yellow and white . 
Coated cab l es and zippered bag . Suit 
beginner/intermediate pi l ot . $600.00 . 
Phone Wayne (044) 487511 . 

Moyes Mega 2 - still the nicest kite you can 
fly . Mylar along l eading edges , swivelling 
crossbar , original rainbow colour scheme , in 
good condition. Minimum rating H2. $800 . 00. 

Flight Instrument Panel - Hummingbird vario 
with volume control for audio , double off 
switch and dual battery. Altimaster Altimeter. 
All mounted in a blue fibreglass pod, complete 
with all required attachments . $200.00. 

Phone Robert (02) 520 9720 after 6pm. 

NSW 
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Lady Va l erie Wallington (of the Chiffley 
Wallingtons) o ffers for sale two hang gliders 
of i mpeccabl e quality . This is a rare 
opportunity for enthusiasts and collectors 
alike to acquire gliders from a r enowned 
collection . A precocious l ittle rainbow 
coloured Meteor 150 to sui t a H3 or more 
should f etch around 850 smackeroonis , 
while th e well priced and superbly maintained 
Wedgetail 160 will be sacrificed for a mere 
$650 . 

Lady Wallington ' s secretary will receive 
t e l ecommunications on these numbers: 
(02 ) 69 4 1155 (AH) and (02) 274703 (BH). 

Ps . Come on whacker ' s can't you r ecognise a 
bargain when you see one? 

Swift 170 - Immaculate sail with only 10 hours 
flying time . Keel post rece ntly fitted . 
Black and brown leading edge and tips with 
gold trailing. H3. $1000 aNa . 

Phone Matt Stickley (02) 230 5163 . 

skysooring industries 
PO Box 103, Thirroul 2515 

VAROIMETERS 
Hummingbird VE-10 ........ . ... $214 
Ball 620H , Small audio 

vario .. . ... $300 
Ball 651, Compact aud io varia/ 

digital altimeter in 
padded bag ..... .... . $540 

651 Bracke~ ........ ~$ 22 
Warranty and Service included. 

KWIK CLAMPS ..................... . .. $24 

ALTIMETERS 
Thommen 2000-26 .............. $132 
Wrist strap ............. ....... $8 

AIR SPEED INDICA~OR 
Hall wind meter with 

bracket ....... $35 

PA.RACHUTES 
Prolite Pulled Apex chute by A.A.S. 
Fastest opening, most efficient 
super compact. Weighs 3~ lbs.$370 
Container bag ................ $20 

COCOON EARNESSES 
Advanced Air Sports ..... from $220 

phone Sieve Kennard (042) 
61/194 




